GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY DIVISION
Ref: BARC/MBD/2018/ '2,()8806

Date: 3 l 51 Oct, 20 l 8

Sub: Invitation of quotation for generation of Polyclonal Antibody using the purified protein
provided
Dear Sir,
I. Quotations are invited for generation of Antibodies from purified protein.
2. Different purified proteins wi11 be provided by the user.
3. The quotation must include the PAN/TIN/ST No. etc. of the firm/su12.12lier. Taxes and other charges
shall be quoted se12arately. Form AF shall be 12rovided wherever necessary.
4. The quotation must reach to "The Head, Molecular Biology Division, Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre, Trombay, Mumbai, Maharashtra-400085" by 16 November, 2018.
5. The quotation must be sent in a sealed envelope (by s�ost/ by registered 12ost) su12er scribed
with "Quotation for generation of Polyclonal Antibodies using the purified proteins provided (Attn.
Arvind Kumar)", indicating the above reference and due date.
6. The bidder shall have to take insurance policy (If Applicable) against any material issued to him by
the purchaser.
7. The bidder shall deliver the pre-immune sera and polyclonal antibodies, along with the details pre
immune sera and polyclonal antibodies as a hard copy report.
8. The bidder shall deliver the finished components within four months from the date of firm purchase
order issued to the bidder.
9. The finished components and the scrap from the free issue material (if any) shall be delivered by
the bidder at Molecular Biology Division, MODLABs, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Trombay,
Mumbai 400 085.
I 0. Director, BSG, BARC reserves the right to accept/reject any or all quotations without assigning any
reason.
�
Arvind Kumar
SO/D. MBD, BARC

Through Head, CSBBS, MBD, BARC
�1f'r,r, ,:f?Vi·,.�r/ ::cientifir; Officer
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